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Abstract 
Context. Building integrated systems based on industrial controllers is a promising direction for creating 
adaptive control systems. The problems in this area are the limited functionality of operating and 
control automata models, the lack of a methodology for their software implementation as part of typical 
elements of an integrated system (TEIS). 
Objective. The goal of the work is to expand the functionality of TEIS, to create a methodology for their 
programming in the languages of the IEC 61131-3 standard. The scientific novelty of the work lies in the 
fact that new types of controls for the structure and parameters of operational and control automata of 
an integrated system are proposed, such as control of the initial state, blocking of specified states, 
control of the output parameters of the control automaton and the parameters of operational automata. 
Method. The possibilities of changing the parameters of elements of set-theoretic models of TEIS control 
and operational automata by external control from the overlying control automaton of the hierarchical 
system are analyzed. A methodology for detailing the control structure to the Program Organization Unit 
level in the languages of the IEC 61131-3 standard is described. 
Experiments. An example of TEIS programming in languages according to the IEC 61131-3 standard in 
the OpenPLC application environment with subsequent loading and execution of the code on the 
Arduino microcontroller board is given. 
Results. An experiment with a logical controller and a physical board confirmed the functionality of the 
structural and parametric adaptation of the control algorithm inherent in the TEIS. 
Conclusions. The current problem of modeling adaptive behavior in an integrated hierarchical system 
and programming such behavior using the languages of the IEC 61131-3 standard has been solved. The 
proposed methods for controlling the parameters of operating and control automata as part of the TEIS 
expand the functionality of adaptive behavior in the system. The practical value of the proposed 
methodology for implementing adaptive behavior lies in the possibility of constructing TEIS in the 
programming languages of industrial controllers. 
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1. Introduction 

Programmable logic controllers (PLC) are the main elements of complex industrial automation systems 

[1, 2]. PLC programming is performed in languages according to the IEC 61131-3 standard [3, 4]. The 

ability to program in these languages is implemented in the applications OpenPLC [5], ISaGRAF, [6], 

CoDeSys [7] and others. The program that is loaded into the PLC is a software implementation of the 

system object control algorithm. 

One of the classes of control systems are integrated systems. At least two subsystems in such a 

system have a common element that performs different functions in these systems [8]. For example, in 

one system – the function of a control unit, and in the second – a control object. This interaction of 

subsystems makes it possible to create systems with a control hierarchy, with the help of which the 

structure and parameters of the system are adapted to changes in the goals of their functioning and the 

parameters of external influences on the system [9]. 

2. Problem statement 

An element of interaction between subsystems within the control hierarchy is the complex of controlled 

and control automata. The lack of models and methods for programming such a complex in 

programming languages according to the IEC 61131-3 standard is an urgent unsolved problem. 

Object of research: the process of modeling the functional structure and programming of integrated 

PLC-based control systems in an application environment that supports languages according to the IEC 

61131-3 standard. 
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Purpose of the work: to develop a methodology for designing standard elements of integrated 

systems with software implementation of control algorithms in the languages of the IEC 61131 - 3 

standard. 

3. Review of the literature 

The starting point for writing a control program for a control system is the model of the system's control 

unit. When creating such a model for discrete and hybrid control systems, the formalism of control and 

operational automata is widely used [2], [10–13]. 

In the model of a classical control finite automaton there are three sets (inputs, outputs and states), 

an element of the set of states “initial state” and two functions (transitions and outputs). The elements 

of these sets are binary. Each element of these sets can take the values “active” or “passive”. At each 

moment of time, only one input, one output and one state are active. The activity of the output coincides 

in time with the activity of the state. The action in the active state is independent of the input whose 

activity caused the state to activate. Such a model is simple but modeling complex system control 

algorithms with its help leads to an increase in the dimension of this model. In addition, the classical 

model does not provide for structural adaptation of the machine during its operation. 

 The works [14], [19] describe a model of an automaton with an additional set of controls and a set 

of functions of the automaton in its states. An element of a set of controls determines the possibility of 

the automaton exiting the current state under various control options, which makes it possible to change 

the trajectory of state changes during the operation of the system and thereby implement the structural 

adaptation of the automaton. An element of the set of functions of an automaton in its state describes 

the activation function of the state, output functions and structure. However, such an automaton does 

not form an integrated system. 

Models of operating machines are classified by location in the system in relation to the control 

machine (input and output) and by the type of operation performed [10]. The input operational 

automaton forms the input (element of the set of inputs) of the control automaton. The logic of the 

operation performed in this case determines the meaning of the input activity. For example, the activity 

of the “Temperature above normal” input requires different control actions (outputs) at different 

standards. Thus, by changing the “norm” parameter of the operating machine, we influence the control 

logic. The output operational automaton generates an impact on the control object based on the activity 

of the output (an element of the set of outputs) of the control automaton. The parameters of this 

influence can serve as an object of control by a higher-level control machine. 

The work [8] describes a model of an element of an integrated system, consisting of two 

interconnected automata CA1 and CA2 in combination with input operational automata IOA1, IOA2 

and output operational automata OOA. 

The element represents a two-level integrated system. In this system, the automaton CA1 in the 

lower-level subsystem is the control automaton, and in the upper-level subsystem it is the object of 

control by the automaton CA2. The automaton CA1 receives events X1 from the input operational 

automaton IOA1 and the control option C1 from the superior automaton CA2. In turn, the automaton 

CA1 generates control signals Y01 for the output operational automaton OOA and information signals 

Y12 for the automaton CA2. Automaton CA2 receives events X2 from automaton IOA2 and control 

option C2 from a higher level of the hierarchical system. In addition, the machine CA2 generates control 

signals C1 and information signals Y23. At the same time, work [8] does not reflect the capabilities of 

controlling operational machines of an element of an integrated system and the issues of implementing 

this element of an integrated system in the environment of programming applications in languages 

according to the IEC 61131-3 standard. These languages are Ladder Diagram (LD), Function Block 

Diagram (FBD), Sequential Function Chart (SFC), Structured Text (ST) and Instruction List (IL) [3]. 

In this work, the OpenPLC application [5] was used to implement the system control algorithm in 

software. This is a freely distributed software product that allows programming in all languages 

according to the IEC 61131-3 standard. The application contains OpenPLC Editor and OpenPLC 

Runtime components. The OpenPLC Editor component is a programming environment and contains a 

logic controller with which you can simulate the process of executing a user program. The OpenPLC 

Runtime component allows you to transfer a program to a PLC, which can be either an industrial 

controller of the Controllino family or popular microcontroller boards of the Arduino, Raspberry, 

ESP32, STM32 and others [15] – [18]. To perform the transfer, the PLC must be connected to the 

computer via a USB port. 



4. Materials and methods 

By a controlled automaton we mean an automaton CA1, which, with the help of another automaton 

CA2, can change at least one element of its tuple. For example, block some inputs [8], change the initial 

state and others. It is possible to change several or even all elements of a tuple at the same time. Such 

changes, as a rule, will lead to changes in the results of the machine’s operation. The automaton CA2, 

which changes the elements of the tuple of the automaton CA1, will be called the manager. In general, 

a controlled automaton can receive control from more than one control automaton. Conversely, a control 

automaton can control more than one automaton. 

The control signal generated by the control automaton CA2 can initiate changes in the input 

operating automata. For example, changes in the thresholds of signals that form events (inputs) of the 

machine. The purpose of such changes may be the parametric adaptation of the system control device. 

The set of machine inputs characterizes the observability of processes in the control object. The 

point of blocking individual inputs of an automaton in a certain state is to change the number of control 

cycles performed in the automaton (possible paths in the graph of the automaton), and therefore the 

control functionality. Changing the initial state of the machine can reduce the time the system reaches 

a rational control cycle. 

The set of outputs of the machine characterizes the controllability of the object. For a lower-level 

automaton this is a system object, and for other automata it is the underlying operating and control 

automaton. In binary control automata, control of outputs comes down to blocking/unblocking them, in 

non-binary ones, also to changing the parameters of influences (level, nomenclature, time interval). 

Blocking the activity of the state of the machine is equivalent to blocking all inputs that lead to a 

transition to this state and blocking actions in it. 

Thus, controlling the elements of sets of an automaton tuple changes its functions within wide limits. 

The subject of such control is the CA2 automaton (Fig. 1). The outputs of this control automaton in its 

active state determine the control vector of the automaton CA1, including the initial state of CA1, 

activity in the active state and paths of transition from this state to others. Elements of the control vector 

can be discrete (allow/block an element of the tuple set of a controlled automaton) or analog types. In 

the latter case, the value of the control element can be considered, for example, as a threshold for the 

formation of an input event by an input operational automaton of a controlled automaton, or as a 

coefficient by which the amplitude of the output signal of the output operational automaton is 

multiplied, or as the duration of output activity, or as a binary code, in which single outputs serve 

resolution of individual outputs of a subset of outputs of the controlled automaton in a given state. 

The structure of the control automaton CA2 specifies the trajectory for changing the controls of the 

automaton CA1 within a certain cycle of object control. These trajectories, in turn, can be the object of 

control at the next level of the control hierarchy in the system. Typical control change trajectories 

provide expansion/narrowing of functionality, decreasing/increasing the number of stages in control 

cycles, decreasing/increasing the number of unlocked inputs of the lower-level machine. 

The block diagram of the modernized typical element of the integrated system is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Block diagram of a typical element of an integrated system 



 

The diagram shows control automata of the first (CA1) and second (CA2) levels, input operational 

automata of the first (IOA1) and second (IOA2) levels, output operational automaton of the first level 

(OOA1) and a system control object. The system control object responds to influences O1 by changing 

parameters I11. The IOA1 automaton uses the parameters of the object I11 and the parameters of the 

external environment I12 to form the X1 inputs of the CA1 automaton. In turn, the automaton, under the 

influence of inputs X1, changes its state and generates impact outputs Y1 for the automaton OOA1 and 

information outputs Y12 for informing the automaton CA2. The CIOA1 input controls the parameters of 

the IOA1 automaton, the COOA1 input controls the parameters of the OOA1 automaton. And the inputs 

Cx1, Cs1, Cs01, Csl1 control the structure of the CA1 automaton. All of the listed control signals are 

generated as outputs of the CA2 machine, which also has similar control from the overlying machine. 

The choice of the program organization unit (POU) for implementing TEIS elements in industrial 

controller programming languages was made based on the following considerations: 

1. The IOA inputs receive the results of measurements of object parameters. The IOA machine, as 

a rule, performs the operation of data conversion, calculation of mathematical expressions, and 

checking the satisfiability of logical conditions. In this case, the IOA can be implemented as a function 

or function block in the ST or FBD programming languages. And the control signal CIOA will have the 

meaning of a scaling factor or a logical condition element. For example, for the IOA machine, which 

generates input x1 “Temperature is normal”, control consists of changing the parameters of this norm. 

2. Control automata in the control program are implemented as functional blocks in the SFC 

language: the state of the automaton corresponds to the steps of the program; machine inputs – transition 

conditions; Several options for exiting the state correspond to alternative branches. 

3. The input control logic Cx1 is implemented at the “program” POU level. In this case, each input 

of the control device is supplied to the corresponding input of the machine only if there is permission 

from the Cx1 logic, which is implemented using the POU of the functional block. 

4. State blocking logic Cs1 boils down to blocking inputs for all possible transitions to this state. 

5. To implement the logic Cs01 of changing the initial state, additional inputs are added to the control 

machine to transition from state s0 to another initial state, which is specified by control Cs01. 

6. The logic of actions in a state may depend on the input through which the state of the machine 

was activated. And this logic can be controlled by specifying control of Csl1 from the higher-level 

machine. But this significantly complicates the management program and requires separate 

consideration. 

7. The OOA automaton is implemented as a set of actions in each step of the corresponding 

functional block of the control automaton. These actions in program steps correspond to the outputs of 

the machine. For example, such as the result of assigning certain numerical values to output variables, 

which can be interpreted as: scaling factor of the output amplitude for a given state; N – bit binary code 

that controls the activation (one in the code) of N digital outputs of the control device; action qualifier 

parameter in this step. 

Thus, TEIS elements can be mapped to a set of POUs of the type program, function and functional 

block and implemented in programming languages of the IEC 61131-3 standard. 

5. Experiments 

Let's consider the implementation of an element of the integrated system (Fig. 1) using the example of 

automata CA1 and CA2, specified by the graphs shown in Fig. 2. The automaton CA1 has sets of states’ 

S = (s0, s1, s2, s3, s4), inputs X = (x11, x12, x13, x14, x15, x16, x17, x18) and outputs Y = (y0, y1, y2, y3, y4). 

Moreover, output y0 is active in state s0, output y1 is active in state s1, and so on. As can be seen from 

Fig. 2a, the paths of four cycles of system object control pass through state s0 in the automaton CA1. 

This is path 1: s0-s1-s3-s4-s0; path 2: s0-s1-s4-s0; path 3: s0-s2-s3-s4-s0 and path 4: s0-s2-s4-s0. 

The control cycle changes when activity passes through state s0. The control strategy is to move the 

activity of the machine in the sequence: path 1 - path 2 - path 3 - path 4. Then the sequence is repeated 

again. The control strategy is formed by the automaton CA2, in which there is only one path s0-s1-s2-s3-

s4-s0. The state change on this path occurs at the moment of completion of the next cycle of the 

automaton CA1. That is x21 = x22 = x23 = x24 = x25 = Change. 
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Figure 2 — Graph of controlled CA1 (a) and control CA2 (b) automaton 
 

The task of controlling the automaton CA1 from the side of the automaton CA2 is to limit the inputs 

of the automaton CA1 so that it implements only one given path in the current control cycle. A graphical 

FBD representation of an integrated system element program in the OpenPLC application environment 

is shown in Fig. 3. 

The program contains standard functional blocks EQ, R_TRIGO, AND, user functional blocks of 

types CA1, CA2 and contr. Graphical representations of which are shown in Fig. 4-6. 

At the initial moment, both automata are set to state S0 (variables stateCA1=0 and stateCA2=0), a 

pulse arrives at the Change input of automaton CA2, which sets automaton CA2 to state S1. As a result, 

the count block generates permissions/prohibitions at inputs e1 – e8, which correspond to strategy “1”. 

Allowed events from the set x1 – x8 arrive at the inputs of the automaton CA1 and cause transitions of 

this automaton to other states in the control cycle of the system object. At the moment of completion of 

this cycle, a new impulse is formed at the Change input and the described cycle is repeated for strategies 

“2”, “3”, “4”, “0”, “1”, “2”... 

 



 
 

Figure 3 – Graphical FBD representation of the integrated system element program. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 – SFC functional block of the CA1 machine 



 
 

Figure 5 – SFC functional block of the CA2 machine 

 

 
 

Figure 6 – ST functional block contr for controlling the input permissions of the CA1 machine 

 

Shown in Fig. 4 SFC functional block of the automaton CA1 describes the structure of transitions 

and actions in states according to the graph of the automaton in Fig. 2a. 

Similar problems are solved by the SFC functional block of the CA2 machine shown in Fig. 5. In 

this example, the automaton CA2 is uncontrollable, but if another control level appears in the system, 

then this automaton can also be an object of control from the upper level. 

ST functional block contr (Fig. 6) controls the permissions of the inputs of the CA1 machine in the 

control strategies described above. With the addition of a new strategy, a new element of the CASE 

statement must be added. For example, if all inputs are enabled, then control can be performed 

according to any of the cycles described above, depending on the sequence of occurrence of events at 

inputs x1 - x8. 

In Fig. Figure 7 shows an example of SFC - a model of a controlled automaton CA2 with two control 

strategies of the CA2 level. 

In the first strategy of level CA2, the change of strategies for controlling the automaton CA1 is 

carried out in the order: path 1 - path 2 - path 3 - path 4. And in the second strategy of level CA2 - in 

the reverse order. The first strategy uses the Change input permission, and the second one uses Change1. 

These signals are generated at the outputs of the CA3 machine of the third level in the system control 

hierarchy. 



 
Figure 7 – SFC model of controlled automaton CA2 with two control strategies 

6. Results 

Testing of the developed project for a typical element of an integrated system was carried out both using 

the built-in debugger of the OpenPLC Editor application, and by transferring the project code to the 

Arduino board. In the latter case, the simulation of the inputs x1 - x8 of the CA1 machine was carried 

out using buttons, and the outputs - using light-emitting diodes. The test results confirmed the 

functionality of the integrated system declared in the project, such as managing the cycle of actions in 

the system and managing the typical sequence of changing control cycles. 

Thus, the typical structure of an element of a hierarchical integrated system is implemented in 

programming languages according to the IEC 61131-3 standard in the OpenPLC application 

environment. This structure can be useful, for example, when forming a sequence of diagnostic 

procedures that is adapted to the results of previous measurements of the parameters of a system object. 

7. Discussion 

Modeling adaptive behavior reflects the relationship between two adjacent levels of control in a 

hierarchical system. The object of adaptation can be almost any element of the tuple of control automata 

and the parameter of the operation performed by the operating automata of the system. 

The model uses expressive means of graphical programming languages for industrial controllers. 

The POUs of this model have two levels. TEIS operating and control machines are presented at the 



lower level in the form of functions or functional blocks. The second level, the program level, displays 

the logic of the relationship between these elements. Example experiments showed the practical value 

of the proposed methodology for modeling adaptive control in an integrated hierarchical system. 

The graphical representation of the model in the OpenPLC application describes the control logic in 

the system at the functional level, at the same time allowing translation into executable code and transfer 

of this code to a wide range of popular microcontroller boards. 

Modeling of integrated systems in the OpenPLC application as part of the master's training process 

allows you to study the programming of industrial controllers using free software and inexpensive 

popular microcontroller boards. 

8. Conclusions 

The current problem of modeling adaptive behavior in an integrated hierarchical system and 

programming such behavior using the languages of the IEC 61131-3 standard has been solved. 

The proposed methods for controlling the parameters of operating and control automata as part of 

the TEIS expand the functionality of adaptive behavior in the system. 

The practical value of the proposed methodology for implementing adaptive behavior lies in the 

possibility of using TEIS implemented in the programming languages of industrial controllers. 

The conducted research is limited to modeling the behavior of discrete systems based on binary 

finite state machines. Prospects for further research include studying the possibility of using the 

proposed models and methods to build integrated hybrid and cognitive systems using both binary and 

non-binary automata [20]. 
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